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Idle lanes Verso active lanes
On average, 50% of POS lanes are closed most of the
time. This means that half your front-end investment is
not only sitting idle, it is actively working against your
best customer experience efforts. Rising labor costs and
emerging in-store service models make addressing this
issue nonviable until now. U-SCAN Verso Belted allows
retailers to turn an idle POS lane into a self-checkout lane
in seconds. This means no customer will ever see a closed
lane again; only the opportunity to choose how they
want to be served. Checkout is the last thing a customer
remembers about your store. Why spend all the time and
money creating a stellar shopping environment, only to
have it forgotten by a negative experience at end?
Key Features
• Converts POS lanes to Self-Checkout lanes in seconds
• Maximizes front-end investment
• Integrated bag-scale security
• Optional SmartCASH™ automated payment module
• S3 Integrations simplify deployment
• Multiple configurations
• Customized to match your corporate branding
• Compatible with all S3 products

U-SCAN Verso Belted improves checkout with no
added friction. S3 Integration ensures there is no
learning curve for cashiers by presenting your existing
POS software.
With our industry-leading U-SCAN self-checkout
software, Fujitsu provides the most intuitive user
experience in the market today. This makes the
experience seamless for current U-SCAN users and
simple for new users.
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Automated Cash Payment Option
Cash is king, but it is also expensive. Cash also
poses a health risk today that should not be
ignored. Adding Fujitsu’s SmartCASH™ full
bank note and coin recycling payment module
automates payment in both manned and selfcheckout modes. The cashier never needs to
touch cash again, while all POS lanes are now full
tender in any configuration.
www.fujitsufrontechna.com/verso
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Fujitsu S3 solutions bring unified commerce capabilities
directly to the customer’s in-store experience. S3 solutions
ensure, no matter the touch-point, when a customer chooses
self-service, their experience is always familiar, consistent
and intuitive. By providing a persistent unified experience, S3
solutions ease the customers learning curve, ensuring high
adoption rates while reducing the friction associated with
typical disparate in-store technologies.

Unified Commerce Solutions

S3 Integration

As part of the S3 line of self-service products, U-SCAN Verso
Belted personifies unified commerce hardware solutions. By
utilizing S3 software and hardware, Verso Belted becomes a
familiar extension of all other in-store self-service solutions.

Fujitsu understands the uniqueness of
each retail environment our systems
need to integrate into. From legacy
software and outdated hardware
to the most sophisticated in-house
cloud-based applications, U-SCAN
Verso is prepared to work with them
all. To meet that challenge, S3
Integrations offer 20 years of retail
self-service solutions expertise. With
three software packages to chose
from, no matter the platform, system,
or application, integration has never
been simpler or more flexible.

A common look and feel across all self-service devices
ensure your customer always knows what to do. After all,
your customers came to shop and pay, not struggle with
technology.
S3 solutions not only reduce estate management costs, they
reduce interventions to free up labor for more important
things, like revenue-generating activities.
S3 Solutions are Self-Service Simplified.
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As part of the S3 line of products, U-SCAN Verso provides for out-of-the box compatibility with all Fujitu’s S3 self-service solutions.
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